Hybrid Jamming for Bioinspired Soft Robotic Fingers.
This article describes a novel design of bioinspired soft robotic fingers based upon hybrid jamming principle-integrated layer jamming and particle jamming. The finger combines a fiber-reinforced soft pneumatic actuator with a hybrid jamming substrate. Taking advantage of different characteristics of layer jamming and particle jamming, the substrate is designed with three chambers filled with layers (function as bones) and two chambers filled with particles (function as joints). The layer regions and particle regions are interlocked with each other to guarantee load transfer from the fixed finger end to fingertip. With the proposed design, the finger is endowed with bending shape control, as well as variable stiffness capabilities. Theoretical analysis is conducted to predict the stiffness variation of the proposed finger at different vacuum levels, and experimental tests are performed to evaluate the finger's shape control and stiffness tuning effectiveness. Experimental results show that the proposed finger can achieve 5.52 times stiffness enhancement at primary position. Finally, we fabricate a gripper and perform grasping demonstrations on several objects. Results show that the gripper is able to transfer between low stiffness state for adaptive grasping and high stiffness state for robust holding.